
You’re Done    by Kegler 
Eleven answers are subject to 25 Across. 

 

 
 

Across  
 1 Eventually got smarter about true blowhard? (7) 

 7 Was in front after party gave out (5) 

 11 Superior electrical engineer gets drunk (5) 

 12 Nearly destroy new oven (4) 

 13 Map includes winding routes for certain catcher (9) 

 14 Start to pick up young animal (3) 

 15 Yoko and officeholder briefly in thrall of my one-
supplier system (8) 

 16 Tempo in tympani’s section tapering abruptly (6) 

 18 Older German catches fish (6) 

 20 Fronded plants topped by seabirds (4) 

 22 Primarily feed on proper cheese dish (6) 

 25 See instructions 

 26 Run into parking access road (4) 

 30 Ionization dosage measures red spots (4) 

 31 Characteristic trait of a statesman’s incredibly mad 
policy (9) 

 32 Described item in Cafeteria 3 (4) 

 34 Correct official originally ordered room (6) 

 37 Plain reddish-colored hulled rice (6) 

 38 Enemies with flowers, oddly (4) 

 40 Finishes off oak hut in Hawaiian location (4) 

 41 Bettor is kindly holding wager (4) 

 42 Initially, Jane Eyre uses a diversion (3) 

 43 Club lets loose modern war vessel (10) 

Down  
 1 Again show up to harvest fruit (8) 

 2 Difficulty buckling our belt (7) 

 3 Leaning over and giving advice (7) 

 4 Ollie’s partner taking interest in color (5) 

 5 Involving water, we try using lake instead of river (5) 

 6 Van Gogh’s “The Ring” (4) 

 7 Refute throng acquiring AOL, perhaps (8) 

 8 Mr. Chaney has one big cat (4) 

 9 Scampering Mole, a Sesame Street character (4) 

 10 Sam brought up time period in Democrat’s plot (10) 

 17 Resting place you nearly rejected is hard and unfeminine in a 
way (9) 

 19 Jay’s coat wrapping cat left out in peril (8) 

 21 Horse joints put energy and time into herds (8) 

 23 Social outcast seen in corner deli (4) 

 24 Rocky ensured a place to sleep with the fishes? (8) 

 27 Real performance Al follows up (6) 

 28 Damage quiet swamp (5) 

 29 Revolt in Peru is disorganized (6) 

 31 Wretched carrot essentially covered in sauce (5) 

 33 Returned one Indian’s ornamental case (4) 

 35 Tell a story about female existence (4) 

 36 Supporting territory’s first outpost (4) 

 39 Name Abbott recalled (3) 

 


